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About This Game
'Magical Squash' is a virtual reality sports game. The players view a fantasy squash court through VR glasses where they can
compete. Unlike a lot of VR games that are filled with violence and bloodshed, we hope that the players will enjoy a happier,
healthier gaming experience.
Through this VR squash game, the player will feel as though they are really exercising after as little as 5 to 10 minutes! The
game can be enjoyed at home or even in the office.
By combining a well-loved sport and the latest technology, our sincere hope is that you will join us and enjoy a healthy and fun
experience.
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Indirect Ant Simulator
Upgrades
Different Types of Ants to Control
Super Repetitive
All in all, if you're not a person that doesn't like repetitive games, then this is definitely not for you. It's a really
classic, relaxing game with relaxed graphics and gameplay, and it's a pretty good steal, because I bought it
during an 83% off promotion sale, so it was only $0.50.. One of the packs I was hyped for and, did it
deliver?...Sorta. Ninja is meant for stealth but also means fast killing so, let's go to the points:
Crossbows: You get a new arrow type, dipped in poison, less damage, meant for stealth, can be useful for loud,
hardly used.
Pistol Crossbow: A secondary, it's the first proper ninja weapon. Range sucks however but, it's totally perfect
for stealth. Loud can be fun with too, if you use the explosive bolts.
Kross Vertex: before Rebalance, this thing was a real demon, even current rebalance somewhat hits very well.
Fast and decent damage. Reloads fairly quick too. But concealment is, not very good. 21 at best. Shame.
Now, one of the main gun, the Lebensauger, number 1 of Mr. 47's assassnation weapon. based on teh WA 2000.
It's the first semi auto sniper in the game. But the reload is extraordinary slow. Like, VERY SLOW. But same
same as the lever action sniper and rattlesnake so, it's quite good. And it's, surprisingly, very concealable. Not
on the 20's but, for a sniper, it's very doable.
Last, you get shurikens, before ace of spades cards were added, shurieksn were the first stealth throwable, good
for shadow raid or stealthing, when molotovs or nades\/dynamites got in the way to ruin it. Ofcourse you can
still break windows and get spotted. These shurikens have also been dipped in poison, and deals about 100
damage, and hitting in teh head, can prove fatal, depending of difficulty. At least you get to see special to puke
aswell.
Overall: it's a pack that was supposed to be for stealth, but they all can be served for loud too. They're fun to
use so, it's one I can recommend at full price. But get it discounted too, which is even better.. It has an awful UI,
Art clipped straight from your favorite google search.
It is not fun.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/vamQ78LyK3U. downloaded game, play game, repeatedly get jump scared by that damn fax
machine, navigate through repetitive menu options to find the right answer, uninstall game
0\/10. I just finished the single player. Its pretty short so far (about 2 hours), But its quite fun, and hard! I'm looking
forward to playing the full game when it releases.. CMYW is way too addicting. Totally worth the $!
PROS:
-Quick playing and easy to understand
-The leaderboard is a great motivator
-The physics behind all the movements is impressive. The more ores you pick up, the slower your ship propels until it's
emptied at the portal. The more powerful the gun, the stronger the kickback (so be careful...you're not invincible!). It
took a while to get used to the ship's motion, kind of like flying drunk, but once you get used to it it's awesome! The
game features all balance each other nicely :)
-It's fun to figure out the different weapons classes and how they best work (e.g. the mines have a longer radius of
investication than the turrets so they are best placed inside the portal for max protection)
-GREAT MUSIC!
-The difficulty doesn't ramp up too quickly so you have time to adjust. That being said, I still struggle to survive longer
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than 5 minutes....
-$4.50 gives you hours of entertainment!
CONS (or dirty, dirty tricks):
-When droids follow your astronaut into the portal when you're trying to regenerate, you're dead (unless you have some
auto-defense weapons to save you). Such an anti-climatic way to die!
-WTF is up with the nukes? I hear the alarm system and instantly panic
-If you get hit by a sniper, your astronaut get blasted so far off the screen that flying back to the portal with your limited
oxygen supply is nearly impossible in the one-player mode. You almost need a buddy to help you out in that situation,
especialy because the snipers can track\/predict your flight path.
-Sketchy "houdini" asteroids at the last level. Woah...
Overall, awesome game!. It needs some major balance tweaks and QoL enhancements.
Honestly 20 grenades is just too much. Thats pretty much the #1 cheese strat. Throw a grenade knock them down go
shoot them. It's boring. Even by the end of the game you still have plenty of grenades left. Theres very little tactical
gunplay, more tactical grenade play.
As for tactical gunplay... well the RNG is in your favor as far as not getting shot. If you're behind cover it's 0.0%-0.6%
thats .6 percent chance of getting shot. So maybe in 20 minutes you might kill someone. Best yet, you are pretty much in
cover if you go prone... which is pretty much instantanious btw. Which basically forces permanent relocation and
grenade cheese strats like above. Theres no differentiating the type of cover, be it a car, a wall, a window, prone. They
all work pretty much the same. If someone has a corner on a wall 0 percent chance of shooting them, even from the side.
It's not fun...
So no private servers, no passwords, no ability to play with a couple people if you want.
Matches take forever to start, forever to launch, forever to get in a game, then when you're all dead, it takes forever
watching them tap the points wandering around the map for awhile....
The ranking system is a blessing\/curse. You're at the will of higher ranked players to start the matches, hand out
weapons.
Graphics 3\/5
Gameplay 2\/5
Fun 1\/5
Fix some of the issues and it'd be better, but I sort of doubt it considering the community that like it how it is. If you
haven't followed this game, I'd recommend against buying it.
Apparently the grenade tactics have been here since inception... Refunded. I'll check back later.. A nice add-on for
flavor.
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This is a really cool DLC you get 2 new nightmares(i think thats what its called).And they are amazing i dont know if those
superpowers are useful though because sometimes you dont need them and they are just kinda distracting.What i really dont
like(and i dont know if its a bug or not)is that in the school level you cant turn the music in the backround off and its really
annoying because its so loud and i cant hear the freaking girl.BUT overall its really cool and im really happy i got this.<3. I have
no idea what's going on but i manage to finish the game.
I just know that my entire playthrough, I heard so many missile warning beep.
And it still echo in my head after stop playing the game.
I don't even know that I just finish final mission to end the war.
Who is my allies and who is my enemies again?. Although I am more of a diesel man to be honest. This one is my favourite
EMU. I really do like the Class 319 units and this pack I picked up in a bundle deal, so I bagged a bargain here. Depending on
your needs or what routes you own. If you are on a budget then either wait for the Steam sales or go for the "Europe Commuter
Collection" bundle as you get the London to Brighton to run this unit on as well as other bundled up DLC as well. The sounds
are so-so but the unit is great fun to drive and would be perfect with the Armstrong Powerhouse sound set. I personally enjoy
this unit and it is very quick off the mark as well. The brakes are just right as well as they are not spongy or too hard like I have
experienced with some other units that I have driven in the game.
Overall Rating: 10\/10.. My first dark souls game
- great lore
- good music
- amazing lvl design
- non linear progression with a classless skill system allowing you to do what you want
- no microtransactions
- no lootboxes
- endless replayability
- tons of weapons and armor types with accompanying characteristics
- no tabtarget, autoattacking or chance based action = all skill
- Great pve experiance and non-cumbersome pvp based on invasions
quite simple one of the best games i ever played lol, and i have played ALOT of games, get or it dont, just know that you are
missing out on something truely special, i bought dark souls 3 on the back of this and im going to get dark souls 1 remastered
soon, thanks fromsoft! LIAR AHEAD! HURRAH FOR RECKLESSNESS!. Well then time for a review. First off for a new
model to be released by a new company can i say well done. The S15 is a beautiful model with decent animations and textures
and can be pleasure to drive along any British route. The one problem with this beautiful addon which lets it down which is such
a shame is the sounds. They are reclcyed from the n15 king arthur pack which is another great model let down by its sounds. If
steam sounds superme can get hold of this model for sounds then this pack would be a 10 out of 10. However due to its sounds
it only scores an 8 beautiful model but let down by its sounds. Keep it up Bossman Games you have made a superb engine. wow
wish I had read the comments before buying... this does not work.... So far, i love it.
And i will keep lovin\u00b4 this game.
The gameplay is at the least what i call original.
The commands are a bit awkward, since you do not get a tutorial.
So there is a lot of trial and error around the corner.
But if you invest time into this little treasure, you will get a lot in return.
I only played survival mode so far.
And this was not what i call a walk in the park.
Survival is a tower defense mode.
You have the choice out of three character, builder, mage, knight.
Defend your crystal by walking around and get the horde of enemies out of your garden.
Succes not guaranteed.
Support this dev. He is talented...
With a tutorial, this game could do more than just one nomination.
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I played using an xbox controller. good game also loveed the first one. I was in doubt before buying it but now I don't regret it.
In OBS I used to have so many frame drops, motion loss, encoder issue while streaming. The stream quality in Action is
amazing. I stream at 1080p 60 FPS with X264 encoder (Ryzen 7 2700X). It runs buttery smooth with consistent good quality.
The software is very light too & UI is very simple, technically just like what a beginner wish it to be. Thankfully I can use
Streamlabs overlays in action, so I can get all widgets I want. Recording quality is also miles ahead of Geforce Experience with
few Tweaks. I am more or less settled with this software. Please don't mess this up in future.
. Would love to give a good review of this game, but servers are always empty.
I appreciate this being available in Linux.
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